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Letter informing of IAC’s Disaffiliation 
 
IAC informs that, since March of 2014, it is no longer part of the group of institutions 
affiliated to UNICIN (Union of the International Conscientiocentric Institutions), 
whose headquarters are in Iguaçu Falls, Brazil, and which was established and 
managed under the guidance of Waldo Vieira. 
 
The decision for disaffiliation occurred after careful analysis by the Directors of IAC 
and the coordinators of its international centers, counting with the support of more 
than 90% of IAC’s volunteer staff. 
 
The dissidence of IAC was the result of applying the principle of “the lesser of evils,” 
in the face of increasing interventionist pressure by UNICIN; who did not respect its 
own bylaws and also blocked any possibility of diplomatic dialogue. Thus, IAC 
manifested its sovereign decision to continue with the cosmoethical clarification task, 
guaranteeing with such measure the realization of its work without limitations and 
restrictive controls, which are incoherent with the basic precepts of conscientiology 
and with long-established scientific principles. Understanding that true science does 
not have an owner, nor centralized control, IAC prioritized, in this fashion, loyalty to 
ideas and principles over political-ideological associations or group links. 
 
IAC continues its advanced and polykarmic existential program of research, study, 
dissemination, and education of Conscientiology, and the safeguarding of the 
cosmoethical and scientific principles of such science. It continues working for a 
coherent and free conscientiology.  
 
 
Best wishes of existential completism to all. 
 
 
 
International Academy of Consciousness 
 


